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Objective of this Presentation

• Cover the foundations of effort reporting with the goal of applying those 
foundations to the bi-annual effort certification process. 

• Review the effort certification process to gain a better understanding of 
their role and responsibilities along with how to navigate the ecrt 
system. 

• Better overall understanding of the effort certification process in 
preparation for the upcoming effort certification period.  



Objectives - Areas of Focus

1. Foundations of Effort
A. Effort Overview
B. Effort Lifecycle
C. Effort Reporting

2. Effort Certification
A. Overview of Certification Timeline
B. Roles and Responsibilities
C. Effort Statement Overview
D. Effort Tasks
E. True-Ups
F. ecrt Department Dashboard
G. Common Pitfalls
H. Best Practices



Foundations of Effort



Effort Overview1



What is Effort?

Effort is the portion of time spent on a given professional 
activity and expressed as a percentage of the total 
professional activity for which an individual is employed 
by the University.  (Total professional activity includes 
research, teaching, administration or other activities.)

Foundations of Effort – Effort Overview



Calculating Effort: 

• Effort is calculated based on a reasonable estimate of time 
spent on a given professional activity. 

• Not based on a standard 40-hour workweek. Based on the total 
hours worked by the employee during the 6-month period of 
performance. 

• Total effort must equal 100%. 

• Based on UNC definition of effort. Main exclusions are 
overload/additional duty payments, stipends, and 
compensation for outside activities such as consulting. 
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Example: 
Employee 1
Base Salary: $100,000
Supplement: $20,000
Total Institutional Base Salary (IBS): $120,000

Reasonable Estimate of Total Hours Worked January-June 2022: 1,200 hours

Employee 1 Committed Effort to 2 Awards and various non-sponsored responsibilities.

Reasonable Estimate of Time Spent on Each Professional Activity: 

Award A: 600 hours
Award B: 400 hours
Non-Sponsored: 200 hours

Percent Effort Allocated to Each Activity: 

Award A: 50% (600 hours/1,200 hours = 50%)
Award B: 33% (400 hours/1,200 hours = 33%)
Non-Sponsored: 17% (200 hours /1,200 hours = 17%)

Effort Percentages Dictate Salary Charged to Each Activity: 

Award A: 50% ($120,000 (IBS) * 50% = $60,000)
Award B: 33% ($120,000 (IBS) * 33% = $39,600)
Non-Sponsored: 17% ($120,000 (IBS) * 17% = $20,400)

Foundations of Effort – Effort Overview



Effort Lifecycle2



How do we propose effort at the pre-
award stage and manage effort during 

the post-award process?

Foundations of Effort – Effort Lifecycle



Foundations of Effort – Effort Lifecycle
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Effort During the Proposal/Pre-Award Stage

• Proposed effort should be consistent with the actual effort each 
individual is expected to expend on the sponsored project 
during the relevant project period.

• Proposed effort for Principal Investigators (PI) and key 
personnel should be sufficient to ensure oversight of financial, 
scientific, and compliance aspects of a sponsored project.

• Proposed effort should reflect a commitment from the PI to 
expend at minimum 1% effort during at least one effort 
reporting period of performance to accurately reflect their 
leadership of the project.

Foundations of Effort – Effort Lifecycle



Effort During the Proposal/Pre-Award Stage

• Proposed salary should be determined using the Institutional Base 
Salary (IBS) of the employee. 

• The IBS includes all amounts paid to the individual by the University 
as compensation for services rendered.

• The IBS includes supplements for administrative activities 
(Department Chair, Institute Director) but does not include 
overload/additional duty payments or consulting and other outside 
compensated professional work.

• The effort associated with any salary above a sponsor-imposed 
salary cap shall be considered effort (cost share) and considered 
part of the individual’s 100% effort. 
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Effort During the Post Award Process

• At the time the University receives a Notice of Grant Award all 
estimated effort levels proposed at the pre-award stage 
become commitments that the sponsor expects to be fulfilled. 

• Effort commitment to the project should be monitored 
periodically throughout the post-award administration process 
to ensure that the salary being charged to the project reflects 
the actual amount of effort committed.

• If actual effort levels are inconsistent with the salary being 
billed to the project, updates to the salary distribution must be 
completed. 
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Effort During the Post Award Process

• When changes are needed to the salary distribution the 
adjustments can be completed via an Electronic Payroll Action 
Request (ePAR) or with Payroll Accounting Adjustment Tool 
(PAAT) request.

• Each ePAR/PAAT is subject to review and approval by the Office 
of Sponsored Programs.

• Prior approval is required if a PI or other key personnel will be 
absent for a continuous period of 3 months or more or will 
reduce effort approved at the time of award by greater than 
25%. 

Foundations of Effort – Effort Lifecycle



Effort Reporting3



Effort Reporting Overview:
• Effort reporting is the process by which the salary charged to a 

sponsored project is reviewed after-the-fact to assure that the 
salary charged was reasonable in relation to the effort 
expended on that project.

• Effort reporting provides assurance to sponsors that salary 
charges are justified and that researchers devoted the effort 
that was promised in the proposal and agreed upon at the time 
of the award.

• All individuals paid from or with effort committed to a 
sponsored project (including clinical trials) are required to 
complete an effort report.
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Why Effort Reporting is Important:

• Labor expenses typically represent the majority of the direct 
costs of sponsored research.

• Labor distribution is set up prospectively, based on how a 
certifier plans to expend his/her effort for a specified time 
frame.

• Effort Certification is a retrospective review and attestation of 
how salary and cost share were expended during the Period of 
Performance.

• Effort Reporting provides an internal control mechanism for 
UNC certifiers and administrative staff to review salary charges.

Foundations of Effort – Effort Reporting



Why Effort Reporting is Important:
• Ultimately, Effort Reporting provides a mechanism of internal 

control by which UNC certifiers and external auditors evaluate 
effort systems and the actual time devoted to sponsored 
projects.

• Effort Reporting summarizes the entire effort life cycle so that 
each activity is represented in a way that can be easily reviewed 
and approved or questioned by those internal and external to 
the University. 

Foundations of Effort – Effort Reporting



Effort Certification



Overview of the Effort 
Certification Timeline4



• Effort Certification Period of Performance is divided 
into two 6-month periods from January-June and 
July-December. 

• Certification Consists of:
o 14-day pre-review period
o Certification Period of 60 days
o Escalation of uncertified effort Statements
o An additional period of approximately 30 days to 

submit adjustments to true-up effort statements. 

Effort Certification – Overview of 
Certification Timeline



Roles and Responsibilities5



Office of Sponsored Programs:

o Manage the effort reporting system (ecrt).

o Notify campus of the effort certification schedule. 

o Assist with questions regarding effort reporting policies and/or 
process. Inquiries can be emailed to OSR Effort Reporting 
ecrt_help@unc.edu.

o Monitor effort reporting process.

o Review effort reports for compliance.

o Provide University leadership with information regarding 
individuals with uncertified effort statements.

Effort Certification – Roles and 
Responsibilities
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Certifier:
o Reasonably estimate the time committed to each activity on the effort 

statement. 

o Review activities listed on the effort report and the proportion of salary 
charged to each.

o Ensure all salary distribution percentages match actual effort on each activity.

o If the information is accurate, read certification and certify the form.

o If not accurate, add any missing activities and/or correct percentages.

o Communicate any changes to effort statement to the departmental Effort 
Coordinator.

o Sum total effort to allowable range 99-101%.

o Read the certification statement at bottom of form and certify. 

Effort Certification – Roles and 
Responsibilities



Effort Coordinator:

• Effort Coordinator Pre-Review Responsibilities:

o Examine each effort report for accuracy and note needed modifications.

o Compare salary distributions with effort commitments for each award and 
discuss with PI(s), if necessary.

o Identify individuals who have issues with their effort statement.

• Effort Coordinator Post-Review Responsibilities: 

o Review the certified effort statement. If changes were made, a cost transfer 
may be needed to bring payroll records in line with certified effort.

o Execute cost transfers in accordance with University policy.

o Follow-up to make sure all assigned effort statements have been certified. 

Effort Certification – Roles and 
Responsibilities



Primary Effort Coordinator:

• In addition to performing a similar role as the Effort 
Coordinator, the Primary Effort Coordinator (PEC) is 
responsible for managing the certification process at the 
department level. 

• The PEC is also responsible for reviewing and working all 
effort tasks that result from a certifier making changes to 
their effort statement. 

• Review certifiers in the department and provide proxy 
information to the Office of Sponsored Programs. 

Effort Certification – Roles and 
Responsibilities



ecrt System Overview6



ecrt System Overview – Effort Statement



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Proxy Assignments – Upper Left Side of Statement



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Upper Right Side of Statement:
• Primary Effort Coordinator name
• Department Name
• List of Effort Statements: Current and Prior



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Middle Section of Statement:
• Statements that have been Certified: Who/When Statement was Certified



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Middle Section of Statement:
• Statements Awaiting Certification: Any Proxy Information Shown Here.



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Middle Section of Statement:
• Icons for List of Available Reports and PDF of Statement



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Middle Section of Statement:
• Icons for List of Available Reports and PDF of Statement



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Middle Section of Statement:
• Payroll Report shows payroll allocations by pay period and payment source.



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Middle Section of Statement:
• $ Value link will show the dollars behind the percentages.



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Middle Section of Statement:
• List of Sponsored Projects. 
• Computed Effort = what is in payroll
• Certified Effort = how employee certified statement
• Yellow Circle displays the payroll report for that Project ID.



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Bottom Section of Statement:
• Star Icon indicates more information will be displayed when expanded. 
• Transactions log shows timestamp when payroll is loaded (includingPAATs) and 

timestamp of certification.



ecrt System Overview - Effort Statement

• Bottom Section of Statement:
• Activity log shows timestamp when anyone looks at the statement or saves the statement (if computed 

effort and certified effort % do not match in pre-review, someone saved the statement that was building 
during the last certification period -need to reset % in pre-review).Transactions log shows timestamp when 
payroll is loaded (including PAATs) and timestamp of certification.



Effort Tasks7



ecrt System Overview - Effort Tasks

• Effort tasks are generated when the certifier completes certification and enters a Certified Effort 
percentage that has a variance of greater than 5 percentage points when compared to the Computed 
Effort percentage. 

• Effort tasks are generated and can only be worked by the PEC. 

• The purpose of the effort task is to provide the PEC the opportunity to review the change and follow 
up with the certifier if there are any questions or concerns. 

• If both the PEC and certifier agree with the change, a PAAT will need to be submitted to adjust the 
payroll so that the Computed Effort percentage reconciles to the Certified Effort Percentage. This 
process is known as a true-up.



ecrt System Overview – Effort Tasks



ecrt System Overview - Effort Tasks

• Effort task is generated for the PEC to review on the Home Page in ecrt. 



ecrt System Overview – Processing Effort Tasks



True-Ups8



ecrt System Overview – Calculating a True-Up



Department Dashboard9



ecrt System Overview – Department Dashboard

• The department dashboard is a good resource to determine certifiers that are associated with your department.

• Award and Project data can be found here. 

• All effort coordinators and PECs can be found under the Department Information tab.

• The department dashboard can be found by hovering over Manage on the top ribbon of the ecrt screen. 



ecrt System Overview – Department Dashboard



ecrt System Overview – Statement Status

• Ready for Certification 

• Certified, Not Processed (effort task generated) 

• Certified, Awaiting Cost Transfer (PAAT is needed) 

• Certified  

• Building, No Action Required 



Common Pitfalls10



• Using the project budget and salary as the basis for certifying 
the effort statement rather than using the time spent on each 
activity to certify. 

• Not researching payroll before making changes to statements. 

• Inconsistent monitoring and processing of effort tasks.

• Not checking non-department employees on dashboard.

• Unable to take advantage of the pre-review period to catch 
errors prior to certification. 

• Not reviewing and providing proxy information prior to the start 
of the certification period. 

Common Pitfalls



Best Practices11



• Meet with employees working on research projects 
periodically throughout the 6-month period of 
performance to compare effort commitments to payroll 
and adjust allocations prior to the certification period. 

• Request employee to certify statement before 
termination.
o Send request to ecrt_help@unc.edu to flip statement to 

Ready for Certification as soon as you are notified that a 
Certifier is leaving the university, graduating, etc. Such 
statements should be opened for certification before the 
period begins.

Best Practices
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• Submit proxy requests during the month prior to the 
certification period. Proxies should only be assigned 
to terminated employees or undergraduate students.

• Proxy must have direct knowledge of the work 
completed by the employee whom they will certify 
for. Administrative personnel and effort coordinators 
should not be assigned as a proxy.

• Frequently monitor your worklist in ecrt. 

Best Practices



Contact the Cost Analysis and 
Compliance Effort Team with any 

questions ecrt_help@unc.edu

Best Practices
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Questions?



Click to add ext
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